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Abstract: Violence recognition is crucial because of its applications in activities
related to security and law enforcement. Existing semi-automated systems have
issues such as tedious manual surveillances, which causes human errors and
makes these systems less effective. Several approaches have been proposed
using trajectory-based, non-object-centric, and deep-learning-based methods.
Previous studies have shown that deep learning techniques attain higher accuracy and lower error rates than those of other methods. However, the their
performance must be improved. This study explores the state-of-the-art deep
learning architecture of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and inception V4 to detect and recognize violence using video data. In the proposed
framework, the keyframe extraction technique eliminates duplicate consecutive frames. This keyframing phase reduces the training data size and hence
decreases the computational cost by avoiding duplicate frames. For feature
selection and classification tasks, the applied sequential CNN uses one kernel
size, whereas the inception v4 CNN uses multiple kernels for different layers of
the architecture. For empirical analysis, four widely used standard datasets are
used with diverse activities. The results confirm that the proposed approach
attains 98% accuracy, reduces the computational cost, and outperforms the
existing techniques of violence detection and recognition.
Keywords: Violence detection; violence recognition; deep learning; convolutional
neural network; inception v4; keyframe extraction
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1 Introduction
The recognition of human activities from surveillance videos has become an active and progressive research area in computer vision and machine learning [1,2]. The classification of media
content in the form of videos is based on human action, which depicts general human behavior.
Human behavior and actions are understood based on different video features that classify actions
as normal or abnormal [3]. All activities of everyday lives, including walking, running on the
ground, eating food, sitting down and rising from a chair, lying in bed, picking an item from a
table or floor, and descending stairs, are called normal activities [4,5]. Abnormal activities, also
called suspicious activities, deviate from normal human activities. The actions are abnormal for
one scenario but may be considered normal for another scenario [6]. For example, running on a
playground is normal, but running in a bank or a marketplace is considered abnormal [7]. The
most crucial and significant abnormal activities are violent activities that physically depict actions
to cause harm or damage with aggressive behaviors. Fighting, killing, and beating someone are
the most common examples of violence in public places [8].
In a semi-automated system, violent activities are monitored manually through the monitor
screen of a surveillance camera. This is not beneficial because continuous monitoring is required,
but watching screens continuously to recognize violent activities is difficult. There is no scope for
carelessness while monitoring such activities because these can occur at any time [9,10]. There is a
need to transform such semi-automated systems into fully automated intelligent systems that can
detect and recognize violent activities without human supervision [11]. Fully automated systems
can detect human activity through computer vision and machine learning and are more effective
and efficient in detecting object movements and recognizing human activity as compared to semiautomated systems [12,13]. Human activity recognition is a difficult task because of many factors
such as real-time classification, low video quality of surveillance cameras, and inconsistent light
intensity during monitoring [14].
This study proposes a fully automated system for violent action recognition. The main
contributions of this study are as follows:
• Keyframe extraction to eliminate duplicate frames from a video
• Application of two convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures, Sequential and
Inception v4 CNN, for feature selection and classification
• Preparation of violent activities dataset for the training of classification models
• Comparison of the proposed framework with state-of-the-art models, violent flow (Vif),
CNN Hough Forest, BoW (MOSIFT), and Conv LSTM, on three benchmark datasets
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing research on violent
activity detection using machine learning models. Section 3 presents the research methodology and
architecture of the proposed technique. Section 4 discusses the preparation of the video dataset.
Section 5 describes the experimental setup and the results. Section 6 presents the conclusions and
outlook for future research.
2 Related Work
This section discusses previous studies on video action detection [15]. Fully automatic violence
detection methods can be grouped as trajectory-based, non-object-centric, and deep-learning-based
techniques [16,17].
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2.1 Trajectory-Based Methods for Violence Detection
Trajectory features are widely used for detecting human activities. These features contain
information related to the object movements in the foreground. Trajectory-based methods involve
two phases. The first phase involves the motion estimation of objects using a statistical model
and extracts the trajectory features of the video. In the second phase, the activity is recognized
based on the extracted features [18]. The fight action recognition framework proposed in [19]
used a bag of words for feature extraction and K-nearest neighbors for classification. The model
achieved an accuracy of 86% using the k-th video dataset. The main disadvantage of a bag of
words is that it assumes that all words are independent. Another trajectory-based approach was
proposed [20] to detect violent activity from videos, wherein the Gaussian mixture method was
used to extract three trajectory features: object direction, speed, and centroid. An accuracy of 90%
was achieved using a rule-based classifier. However, complex timing rules were required for massive
video data. The violent activity detection framework proposed in [21] used region vector motion
for feature extraction and an SVM support vector machine for classification. The authors achieved
96% accuracy on the movies video dataset. Another trajectory method [22] used a transfer-learning
technique. The authors used animal fight data by extracting trajectory features using local motion
features, LMF, and SVM for classification, and they achieved an accuracy of 85%. The violence
detection framework was proposed using motion boundary histograms for video feature extraction
and SVM for classification. An accuracy of 89% was achieved using the hockey fight dataset.
Tab. 1 lists the different trajectory-based approaches to violence detection and their key aspects.

Table 1: Trajectory based methods
Reference

Feature extraction

Classification

Accuracy %

[19]
[20]
[21]
[18]
[22]

Begs of words (BoW)
Gaussian mixture method (GMM)
Region Vector Motion (RVM)
Motion boundary histograms (MBH)
Local motion feature (LMF)

k-NN
Rule-based
SVM
SVM
SVM

86
90
96
89
85

2.2 Non-object Centric Based Methods for Violence Detection
In non-object-centric methods, video features are extracted based on object behavior rather
than object motion. These methods are more complex than trajectory-based methods because
of the low-level representation of video features. Non-object-centric methods deal with spatialtemporal (space and time) contexts while extracting the features [23,24]. These methods involve
descriptors for low-level representations of video features and use 2D cells or 3D cubes of each
frame interest point. After feature description, classifiers are used for classification [25,26].
A framework proposed in [27] for violence action detection used an optical histogram flow
(HOG) invariant for feature extraction and description and employed rotation-invariant motion
coherence (RIMOC) for classification. A 93% accuracy was achieved using a violent flow dataset.
Another non-object-centric violence-detection framework [28] used the Gaussian model for optical
flow to extract low-level features. SVM was used as a classifier, and an 89% accuracy was achieved
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using a crowded violence video dataset. The framework proposed in [29] detected abnormal
activities using OMEGA equations for features and descriptions and used SVM as a classifier.
The authors achieved an accuracy of up to 90%. Another abnormal activity detection framework
proposed in [30] used Gaussian and fuzzy K-mean approaches for video feature extraction and
description. The authors used K nearest neighbor for classification and achieved a 95% accuracy.
A motion blob was used for feature description, and SVM was used as a classifier. A 92%
accuracy was achieved using the BEHAVE and CAVIAR datasets. Tab. 2 lists the trajectory-based
approaches used to detect violence.

Table 2: Non-Object-centric based methods
Reference

Feature extraction

Classification

Accuracy %

[27]

histogram optical flow

93%

[28]

Gaussian Model for
optical flow (GMOF)
OMEGA equations
Gaussian and fuzzy K
mean
Motion blob

Rotation-Invariant
Motion Coherence
(RIMOC)
SVM
SVM
K-NN

90%
95%

SVM

92%

[29]
[30]
[25]

89%

2.3 Deep Learning Based Methods for Violence Detection
Deep learning methods attain high accuracy over trajectory-based and non-object-centric
methods for video activity detection. Deep learning models treat feature selection and classification
as a single module [31,32]; there is no need to use feature extractors or descriptors separately.
Deep learning techniques have gained more attention and popularity than other techniques to
resolve the challenges stated in [33]. Unsupervised learning techniques, including deep belief
networks, recurrent neural networks, CNNs, and long short-term memory (LTSM), are used as
deep learning methods for activity recognition [34].
The deep learning framework for recognizing abnormal human actions in [35] used a recurrent
neural network and achieved an accuracy of 91.43%. Another deep learning framework [36] used
LSTM to recognize violent activity. Three benchmark datasets, namely the movie dataset, hockey
fight dataset, and violent flow dataset were used, and an accuracy of 94% was achieved. A simple
deep neural network framework was proposed to detect violent activities using the Weber local
descriptor to extract optical flow [37]. A 90% accuracy was achieved using a crowded violence
dataset. Another deep learning framework [38] used CNN Bi-LSTM to detect violent activities
from videos. They attained 94% accuracy using three widely used datasets of hockey fights, movies,
and violent flow. Tab. 3 lists the different trajectory-based approaches for violence detection.
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Table 3: Deep learning-based methods
Reference

Classification and feature selection

Conv Layers /FC layers

Accuracy

[39]
[36]
[37]
[38]

Recurrent neural network (RNN)
Long short-term memory (LSTM)
Simple deep neural network
CNN Bi LSTM

3/2
5/3
4/1
3/2

91%
94%
90%
94%

3 Research Methodology
This section discusses the proposed framework, deep learning models, and their architectures.
The proposed framework for violence detection is shown in Fig. 1. First, the framework takes
the video sequence as input and generates frames (5 frames per second (fps)). Subsequently, the
keyframe extraction technique is used to eliminate consecutive duplicate frames. These extracted
frames are used for training the deep learning models. The sequential CNN and inception v4 deep
learning architectures were used for feature selection and classification.

Figure 1: : The proposed framwork for violence detection using deep learning based technique
3.1 Key Frame Extraction
In existing violent detection approaches, all frames extracted from the video are used for
training purposes. In a normal video sequence, many consecutive frames are duplicated. These
consecutive duplicate frames increase the complexity and computational cost of the model. In this
study, the keyframe extraction technique eliminates identical successive frames. Thus, keyframe
extraction reduces the number of training frames and the computational cost of processing
duplicate frames [40].
Algorithm 1: Keyframe extraction
Input: List of all frames
Output: Keyframes
1. List of keyframes ( )
2. The previous frame = Read new frame
(Continued)
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3. Append the first frame in the List of Keyframes
4. WHILE the end of frames
5. Current frame = Read new frame
6. Difference = absolute difference (current frame, previous frame)
7. Count non zero from difference
8. if non zero count >= frame threshold
9. than append frame in List of Keyframes
10. Previous frame = current frame
11. WHILE END
12. Return List of extracted frames

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for keyframe extraction. All frames extracted from the
video data are inputted in the algorithm, and the function returns the list of keyframes. The first
frame of the video is considered a keyframe and added to the list of keyframes. The next frame is
compared with the previous frame, and the similarity between two consecutive frames is computed.
This similarity is based on the absolute difference between two frames, which is determined as a
non-zero value using a simple matrix subtraction method. The non-zero value is compared with a
threshold value. The threshold, also called the binary decision threshold, has two regions: above
the threshold and below the threshold. Values below the threshold indicate the same frames, and
those above the threshold are considered as keyframes.
3.2 Features Selection and Classification
In the violent activity detection framework, the next task is feature selection and classification. In trajectory-based and non-object-centric approaches, the task of classification and feature
extraction is considered as two different modules. In deep learning methods, these are combined
into a single module. In this study, sequential CNN and inception V4 networks were used for
feature selection and classification.
3.2.1 Sequential CNN Architecture
As shown in Fig. 2, the sequential CNN architecture consists of three convolutional layers
with a size of 64 × 64 × 3. It uses the rectified layer unit as an activation function in these layers
after the convolutional process max-pooling, which realizes the network’s spatial variance property.
Max-pooling is used to provide an abstract form of representation and avoid overfitting. In
addition, it reduces the computational cost by reducing the number of parameters. The stride size
also refers to the pool size (2 × 2) for all max-pooling functions in the entire network. After the
third convolutional layer, the pooling function adds a flattening function that is used to convert
the frame pixel into a vector column.
The proposed model uses two fully connected layers after flattening. The dense function is
used in both fully connected layers, but both function parameters are changed. In the first fully
connected layer, 128 units and rectified layer units are used as activation functions. In the second
layer, only one unit with a sigmoid activation function is used. The last fully connected layer
predicts the class of the input frames. After adding all the functions into a sequential model,
the call model compiles the function using three parameters: optimizer, loss, and metrics. Adam
optimizer is used to iteratively update the weights during data training. Subsequently, binary crossentropy measures the loss and accuracy as evolution metrics for evaluation.
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Figure 2: The proposed architecture of sequential CNN for violence detection
3.2.2 CNN Inception V4 Architecture
Tab. 4 illustrates the Inception v4 network architecture for recognizing violent activities from
the video sequence. Inception is a deep architecture of CNN, wherein multidimensional convolutional layers are used in parallel. The Inception v4 architecture comprises four inception blocks,
namely A, B, C, and base. Inception blocks A and B are followed by two reduction blocks, A and
B. In inception block A, the input is divided into four branches, B0 to B3, and each branch has
convolutional layers. Tab. 4 lists all blocks with their branches and the size of the convolutional
layers. After merging all the blocks’ outputs, the flatting function and fully connected layers predict
the output class of the video frames.

Table 4: The proposed architecture of CNN Inception v4 for violence detection
Block

Branches

Conv layers

Layers dimension

Inception A

B0
B1
B2
B3
B0
B1
B2
B0
B1
B2

1
2
3
1
1
3
1
1
3
5

B3

2

B0
B1

2
4

B2

1

(96, 1, 1)
(64, 1, 1) (96, 3, 3)
(64, 1, 1) (96, 3, 3) (96, 3, 3)
(96, 1, 1)
(384, 3, 3)
(192, 1, 1) (223, 3, 3) (256, 3, 3)
max pooling layer (3 × 3)
(384, 1, 1)
(192, 1, 1) (224, 1, 1) (256, 7, 1)
(192, 1, 1) (192, 7, 1) (224, 1, 7)
(224, 7, 1) (256, 1, 7)
(128, 1, 1) and one average pooling
layer (3 × 3)
(192, 1, 1) (192, 3, 3)
(256, 1, 1) (256, 1, 7) (320, 7, 1)
(320, 3, 3)
max pooling layer (3 × 3)

Reduction A

Inception B

Reduction B

(Continued)
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Table 4: Continued
Block

Branches

Conv layers

Layers dimension

Inception C

B0
B1
B10
B11
B2
B20
B21
B3
B0

1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1

(256, 1, 1)
(256, 1, 1) (384, 1, 1),
(512, 1, 3)
(256, 1, 1)
(384, 1, 1) (448, 3, 1) (512, 1, 3)
(256, 1, 3)
(256, 1, 3)
average pooling layer (3 × 3)
max-pooling layers (3 × 3)

B1
B0
B1

1
2
4

B0
B1

1
1

(96, 3, 3)
(64, 1, 1) (96, 3, 3)
(64, 1, 1) (64, 1, 7) (64, 7, 1)
(96, 3, 3)
(192, 3, 3)
max-pooling layers (3 × 3)

Inception base
block

4 Datasets
The performance of a classification model also depends on the quality of the learning content.
For image classification, we used an image dataset that contained images of each class to train the
classification model. Four video datasets, namely, hockey fights, violent crowd detection, movies,
and BEHAVE, are widely used for violence detection [41]. These datasets contain videos collected
from different sources, such as the fight and non-fight actions of movies, fight scenes in national
hockey matches, self-made videos, and videos collected from social media, and the implementation
of the surveillance place was neglected. These datasets are more general and do not target specific
public places such as markets, highways, banks, and educational institutes. Violent recognition
systems target surveillance cameras placed in public places. However, in the BEHAVE dataset, the
angle of the camera for capturing the videos is considered similar to that of surveillance cameras.
However, dataset videos are extremely long and contain both violent and non-violent activities in
a single video overhead during the training of the model.
Another major contribution of this study is the preparation of a dataset for violence detection. The dataset focuses on the violent activities of students in educational institutes. Surveillance
cameras are placed in educational institutes to track and monitor students’ activities. In this study,
we collected these videos from CCTV cameras installed in educational institutes. Different possible
violent and non-violent actions performed by students were recorded to maintain the training
quality of the dataset. In this step, the distance of the object from the camera and the camera
angle are considered such that the video is recorded with sufficient light intensity. In preprocessing,
a surveillance camera recording is first converted into a normal video format. Surveillance cameras
record videos in ‘dav’ format, which cannot be used directly for training. Subsequently, the level of
lightness, hue, and saturation was adjusted for all videos. The videos were split into durations
of 3 s. The dataset contains 320 videos divided into 172 videos of the violent class and 148 videos
of the non-violent class (Fig. 3).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Sample frames from education institutes violence detection video dataset (a) frames of
non-violent class (b) frames of violent class
5 Experimental Setup and Results Discussion
This section describes the experimental setup and results of the proposed framework for
violence detection from video sequences. The implementation of the framework was accomplished
in Python. The deep learning architecture sequential CNN and inception v4 used the Keras
open-source library and tensor flow as the backend. In the experiment, the keyframe extraction
technique was implemented on four video datasets. The frame rate was 5 fps, and the adjusted
threshold for keyframing was 300000 for all datasets. Tab. 5 presents the results of the keyframe
extraction technique; the last column presents the number of eliminated frames for each dataset,
which is approximately 25% of all frames in the dataset. These results indicate that many frames
are not necessary for the training of the classification model; these frames are generally not
required for training, but their inclusion in the training increases the processing time. These
eliminated frames save computational time, which reduces the complexity of the classification
technique.

Table 5: Results of keyframe extraction technique on benchmark violence datasets
Video Dataset

Total Videos

Total Frames

Key Frames

Eliminated Frames

Movies Dataset
Crowd Violence Dataset
BEHAVE Dataset
Hockey Fight Dataset
EIVD Dataset

201
248
4
1000
320

2512
3100
44400
11352
40000

703
868
12432
9000
1120

1809
2232
31968
2352
2880

After implementing keyframe extraction, sequential CNN and Inception v4 were used for
feature selection and classification. For an empirical analysis, the proposed framework was applied
to the four video datasets for evaluation. We used accuracy as an evaluation metric to measure
the classification model’s performance. The accuracy of the model was calculated using Eq. (1).
Accuracy refers to the correct identification of a portion of the entire prediction. In Eq. (1),
TP, TN, FP, and FN represent true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative,
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respectively. Four parameters were used to compile the classification model.
Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(1)

These parameters include the training data, validation or testing data, number of epochs, and
steps per epoch. In this framework, we split the video data with a training : testing ratio of 0.3.
The number of epochs was adjusted to 25, with 8000 steps per epoch. In Inception, the number
of network steps per epoch depends on the number of training frames. Tab. 6 presents the results
of the proposed CNN architecture in terms of recognizing violent activities from an input video
sequence.

Table 6: The accuracy of sequential CNN on the state of the art violence detection dataset
No of Epochs

Movies %

Hockey Fight %

CVD %

EIVD %

1
5
10
15
20
25

96.52
96.71
97.40
97.91
98.20
98.40

86.70
93.70
94.35
95.10
97.60
98.12

79.37
86.28
94.00
94.71
95.22
97.40

85.00
91.65
95.12
96.97
98.66
99.20

Tabs. 6 and 7 show the accuracy of the proposed framework for the violence detection
dataset. Fig. 4 shows that the accuracy of the sequential CNN and Inception v4 increase with
the number of epochs. However, in this classification, the models attained a higher accuracy with
a smaller number of epochs.

Table 7: The accuracy of inception v4 CNN on the state of the art violence detection dataset
No of Epochs

Movies %

Hockey Fight %

CVD %

EIVD %

1
5
10
15
20
25

88.33
93.23
95.00
96.90
97.89
99.03

94.52
95.66
97.45
97.78
98.43
98.11

83.32
86.76
93.43
94.91
95.80
97.65

92.11
93.71
95.65
96.23
97.32
98.55

A comparison between the proposed model and existing studies is shown in Tab. 8. In existing
studies, datasets of videos from movies, hockey fights, and CVD have been commonly used for
violence detection but with different approaches. The proposed model achieves a higher accuracy
for violence detection as compared to other models.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The accuracy of proposed model with respect to number of epochs on state of art
violence detection datasets (a) Sequential CNN (b) Inception v4 CNN
Table 8: The comparison of the proposed framework with state of the art violence detection
techniques on movies, hockey fight, and CVD violence detection video dataset
Methodology

Movies %

Hockey Fight %

CVD %

ViF (Violent Flow)
ViF+ OViF (Optical Violent Flow)
ADMN
CNN Hough Forest
Bi Channel CNN
BOW(MOSIFT)
Convolutional LTSM
Substantial Derivation
MoSIFT+HIK
MOIWLD+SRC
Deep Neural Network using WLD
Proposed S-CNN
Proposed Inception v4 CNN

82.40
87.50
89.00
94.00
95.90
96.50
97.50
98.19
99.11

88.90
96.70
98.00
97.00
96.89
98.40
99.03

82.00
84.00
93.25
93.00
93.00
94.00
97.40
97.65

6 Conclusion
This study proposed a deep learning framework for recognizing violent activity from a video.
The proposed framework used the keyframe extraction technique to eliminate duplicate frames
and employed S-CNN and inception v4 CNN for feature selection and classification. Detailed
experiments were performed to validate the proposed model. The results show that keyframe
extraction eliminates up to 25% of duplicate frames. The classification model attained an accuracy
of approximately 98%. Thus, sequential CNN and inception v4 are more effective in detecting
violent activities from videos. The proposed technique will be used to recognize other abnormal
activities in a future study.
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